
The Water Tiger 
Lunar Year begins February 1, 2022  -  Solar Year begins February 4, 2022 

The two elements that are relevant in 2022 are Wood and Water----the Tiger is a Wood animal which is 

teamed up this year with Yang Water. This combination is positive because Water offers support to Wood, ena-

bling it to grow and expand. In turn, Wood gives Water stability in order for it to attain its goals. 

The Water element symbolizes vital essence, spiritual communication, maturity and deep emotions. Water in 

its Yang form is characterized by kindness, alertness, curiosity, sense of observation, exemplary self-control 

and intuitive intelligence.  

The Tiger represents energy, strength, protection, leadership, respect. The Tiger also brings with it vulnerability 

and over-estimation----an “all or nothing” attitude. Tiger energy is believed to guard against the three main 

things that can bring devastation to any home: fire, thieves and ghosts. Because of the sheer, raw power of the 

Tiger, this Zodiac sign is honored in China as the ultimate protector of home and family. 

The Year of the Tiger brings a Travelling Star which could mean people will travel more in 2022 or they could 

even move. Sixty years ago, when the Tiger was paired with Yang Water, John Glenn orbited the earth three 

times; Norway launched a rocket; NASA launched a space probe.  

The Tiger also brings an Academic Star as well in 2022 which can enhance academic abilities. This may be the 

year to go back to school, or take a course, or write a book. It’s a time for creativity and growth. 

TIn general, stock markets are predicted to continue their upward climb. 

The Wood Tiger year will be supportive of starting new projects and advancing forward, personally or profes-

sionally. Just as a mother Tiger nurtures her cubs, however, you must pay attention to your new ideas. It is very 

easy for Tiger energy to get you started in one direction  and then distract you to another venture. If you don’t 

lose focus, the Tiger will help you advance for this is a time of opportunities and even prosperity. and then 

distract you to another venture. If you don’t lose focus, the Tiger will help you advance for this is a 

time of opportunities and even prosperity.  

This will not be an entirely peaceful year. Politically, there will be major realignments, theatrical 

coups, revolution, prospects of war and positive opportunities. The Year of the Tiger will bring change 

on many levels, for sure. 

It will be a year for many people, not just those born in the Year of the Tiger, to expand their ideas, 

tap into some new creative projects, take on an unexpected venture-----and, well, have some oppor-

tunities to roar. 

Find out more about the Year of the Tiger—Use NWW18OFF as promo code 
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